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2019 Howling Bird Press, National Fiction Prize Call for Submissions 
Opens  

Augsburg University’s student publishing house welcomes manuscripts 

MINNEAPOLIS, March 1, 2018 — Howling Bird Press, the publishing 
house of Augsburg University’s Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing, 
seeks submissions for its 2019 National Fiction Book Prize. 

“Howling Bird Press is a proud literary publisher in the Twin Cities, a metropolitan area nationally 
recognized as a center of literature and the arts. Founded in 2014, we are happy to contribute our voice to 
the national conversation by publishing books of consequence,” said Jim Cihlar, Publisher at Howling 
Bird Press. 

The competition is open to all writers, whether published or unpublished. All manuscripts must be 
submitted in English. The Author of the winning manuscript receives a cash award of $1,000, which 
serves as an advance, with book subsequently published by Howling Bird Press under a standard book 
contract.  

Howling Bird’s editorial board reviewed over 130 manuscripts for the 2017 Poetry Prize. Each poem was  
submitted by writers at all levels of expertise, from beginning poets to well-established authors. Each 
manuscript was fully read and carefully considered, and the editorial board engaged in extensive 
discussion about the submissions with Creative Writing faculty members and Master of Fine Arts 
students before selecting the winner. 

Jean Harper, 2017 winner of the nonfiction prize recently said, “The students at Howling Bird Press were 
fantastic to work with, as was Jim Cihlar who led the editing process. I think most helpful was the 
attention to the various story lines that wind through the book; the editing focused on making sure story 
lines were consistent, coherent, and maintained. It really came down to small tinkerings here and there, 
which made all the difference.” 

Contest Guidelines 

• Submission period: April 1 to July 31, 2018  
• Entry fee: $25 
• Online submission: https://augsburghowlingbirdpress.submittable.com/submit 
• Augsburg University, MFA faculty and publishing students serve as judges 
• Winner announced no later than January 2019 
• More submission information, http://www.augsburg.edu/mfa 

Published books from previous winners can be found at Howling Bird Press 
website, http://engage.augsburg.edu/howlingbird/books/. 

For news updates: Like our Facebook page , https://www.facebook.com/howlingbirdpress/ and Follow 
our Twitter feed, https://twitter.com/howlingbirdprs  

### 

About Howling Bird Press 
Howling Bird Press is a student run publishing house at Augsburg University located in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  The press 

launched in 2014, is located at www.augsburg.edu/mfa, is part of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing program. If you 
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need additional information please contact Jim Cihlar, Publisher, at Howling Bird Press at 612-210-2656 or by email at 

cihlar@augsburg.edu. 

 


